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The doyen of Southern California punk photography,
Edward Colver vividly and thoroughly covered its heyday in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, with countless now-classic
records featuring his indelible images. Iconic pictures such
as Chuck Burke flipping over the crowd on the back of
Wasted Youth’s ‘Reagan’s In’ LP, the crowd at the Marina
Del Rey Skatepark on the Circle Jerks’ ‘Group Sex’ album,
and Henry Rollins smashing the mirror on Black Flag’s
‘Damaged’ are just three of his most recognised works.
Many of them, along with documentation of Colver’s
shrewd and surrealistic sculptures, as well as his pithy
and cutting maxims, are compiled in Blight at the End of
the Funnel, published by Last Gasp/Grand Central Press.

EDWARD COLVER
A day in the strife
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAMAK FAZEL

Unbeknownst to most, Colver is also a passionate devotee
to all things Americana and Arts and Crafts, possessed of a
keen eye and broad knowledge of a wide range of objects
and artistic concepts both in contrast and complimentary
to whatever ‘punk’ was, or is. With a wry and laid-back
manner, he brings a well-rounded erudition to bear on the
whole spectrum. After living in The Brewery in downtown
Los Angeles for close to two decades and in another loft at
6th and Alameda for three years afterwards, in 2006 he
bought a 1911 Craftsmen house in Highland Park. There,
on a quiet side street nestled amongst dingbats and 1950s
houses and partially hidden by foliage, he lives with his
wife Karin and his collections, books, pets, plants, and
photographs, in a home perfectly suited to his varied yet
discriminating tastes.
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You lived in The Brewery downtown for a really
long time. It’s a big complex, right? A bunch of
people live there?
I moved to The Brewery in 1984. Around the
same time I stopped shooting punk. Yeah, a lot
of people, and a few artists too. I had a studio
with 22-foot-high ceilings, 1,700 square feet
with a loft upstairs and a 12-foot window looking out over the downtown skyline.
It’s really changed, downtown. Dramatically.
There are blonde chicks walking dogs down
the street at midnight by themselves now.

It’s a totally different world. It’s quite the
transformation.
When you moved there Highland Park was a
bit rougher, wasn’t it?
It’s cleaned up a lot but there are still bad elements. The way of the world nowadays, dirtbags run amok.
Highland Park, that’s a big change of scenery.
Yeah, I have a yard and animals, and birds
now. I think I saw two butterflies flitting
through The Brewery in the almost 20 years
I lived there. Now I’ve actually seen hawks in
my yard nine times in the six years I’ve been

here, not flying over but in the yard.
How did you get the turtle?
Karin knew the people who had the parents and
we got it as an egg and raised it. It’s a tortoise.
I think that’s the distinction between tortoises
and turtles: tortoises don’t need as much water.
He’s about seven years old and weighs about
40 pounds and wanders around the backyard.
So there’s the tortoise, and the dogs?
We have a third one now that we saved, Flora.
She was about an hour away from being
euthanised. She looks like a box, a little red

dog, and on half of her back she had this grey
bumpy skin and you’d look at it and think ‘I
wouldn’t want to touch you with a 10-foot
pole. You look disgusting’. But it was all just
an allergic reaction to fleabites and after Karin
started taking care of her the hair grew back
entirely. Now she’s a lot healthier.
Does she get along with the two white dogs?
Pretty much, but Lemon, aka Grandma, she’s
the rowdy one and kind of the alpha dog out
of the three, even though she’s the smallest.
Jerry, the other white dog, he’s so mellow and
doesn’t really sweat it but Grandma kind of nips
at the red one. But they got along pretty good.
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While you were taking the photos of the punk
scene from roughly 1978-84, you were also
doing sculpture? Or does that come later?
I started that in 1984, when I got the loft at
The Brewery.
And the aphorisms ‘The Daze of our Lives’, ‘Far
Right to Life’, and ‘In Gold We Trust’, those are
great, sly and satirical but also kind of playful. And the metronome, like Man Ray’s Object
to be Destroyed, that’s really clever and witty.
Mine has a lenticular eyeball on it, so it winks
when it tick-tocks. I also did one by inverting

Marcel Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel that I made
the stool stand off the wheel with no visible
means of support. I copied his piece with antique stuff and it has a metal bracket on the
floor so you can’t tell how it’s standing up.
A couple of years before that, probably 1982,
I first saw your pictures in No Mag. Did the
editor Bruce Kalberg live in The Brewery too?
He did live there for a year. I spent three weeks
demoing his loft and did all this work over
there and he bought me The Stooges’ box set
in reciprocation. That was in the 1990s.
Is he still downtown?
Bruce is dead. He died about a year ago. He

collapsed and was diagnosed with leukaemia,
and he had a blood clot, and pneumonia. I
tried to go see him in the hospital one time but
he wasn’t feeling up to it, and then he died.
Jesus. I didn’t know that. I remember we talked
about him a couple of years ago because No
Mag was so extraordinary, but also because
he’d shot and killed Pete Haskell, and it was
ruled self-defence.
I was sitting in the chair I’m sitting in right now
when I gave the phone to Pete Haskell when
Bruce called. I put those two guys together af-

ter they’d been out of touch for a long time.
They’d been old friends. I don’t know what
the hell really happened, in the end, between
the two of them.
Back in 1998 when we first spoke on the phone
and I was researching that article about you for
Thrasher, you talked about collecting Stickley
furniture. Honestly at the time I wasn’t sure what
that meant. That started when you were quite
young? And what was it that attracted you?
I was a teenager in the ‘60s when I started buying it. The simplicity and quality of the woodworking that went into it.
I’m assuming it was really cheap at that time?
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even important to their
own mothers’. It was an
amazing object.

Oh yeah. Nobody wanted it. I was actually collecting it for six years
before there was any
documentation whatsoever on it.

When did you get into
Pewabic pottery?
I started collecting all
that studio pottery in
the late ‘60s, along
with Stickley furniture.
Just about everything
with a prefix of Art
Deco and Art Nouveau
and Arts and Crafts
and art pottery, and
once I started realising how cohesive the
whole Arts and Crafts
movement was I gravitated into that.

And didn’t you want
to buy a Gustav Klimt
drawing then?
I had $4,000 my aunt
had given me and
thought to myself, I
should try and find a
Gustav Klimt drawing,
which I didn’t pursue,
like an idiot.

Did you have a preference for the Vienna
Secession?
It’s humorous, the punk
Well I like Klimt and
scene you documented
I like all the artwork
Above: The famous shot of Chuck Burke, 1981.
so well and memorafrom that era. Schiele
Below: Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys,
bly couldn’t have been
is my favourite painter.
19??. Photographs by Edward Colver
more opposite.
He was quite a rebel in
Oh yeah, I used to go home at night after
his day. It’s funny because he’s so much different than Klimt though he studied under him.
punk shows and listen to Erik Satie and sit in
He stripped it down and put some angst into it.
my Stickley rocking chair. It was quite the dichotomy.
But particularly Americana and Arts and Crafts
You were friends with all these people in the
is really what you’ve been into?
bands. Did any of them know about your other
Yes. Mostly I like the American things, the Europeans were a bit too influenced by Victointerests?
rian stuff for me. Except for Charles Rennie
Bands would come over to get photos from
Mackintosh. He’s amazing. I love his stuff. The
me and they’d be expecting a crash pad with
Spooks School, with him and Margaret Macposters on the wall, and they’d be like ‘Whoa,
Donald Mackintosh, and Herbert MacNair, and
what’s this?’
Margaret MacDonald’s sister Frances.
Coming up to the present, in your kitchen there
Jumping to a completely different culture and
are all these cooking utensils on the wall. Are
aesthetic, I wanted to ask you about that Cholo
those for decoration or are they actually used?
funeral blanket you used to have.
I’ve collected them over the years because
It was a coffin drape that was all handmade.
they’re weird and interesting implements.
I was photographing a Greene and Greene
Some are for décor, but I do use some of them.
light fixture that nobody could get a good picWhat about that red curtain with a cross and
ture of for an antique dealer friend. He found
an eye?
that in a thrift store and he gave it to me. I got
That’s in the art room. It’s a funeral coffin backfive grand for that later. It was all handwritten
drop. It actually folds up like a movie projector
and had what they call a hand-drawn fringe
into a one-foot square box. When it’s unfolded
on the edges, by pulling out threads, and it
it’s about eight feet tall by ten feet wide.
had about two hundred gang member’s names
from all over California, with a picture of ‘El
Where did you get the sign that says ‘A Child
Chango’ and across the top it said in Spanish ‘Guys who were so bad that they weren’t
for Sale?’
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From my old girlfriend, who’s an antique
dealer. I would love to know the origin of that
sign. I have this thought that maybe, maybe
it’s from a production like ‘The Little Rascals’
from the ‘20s or ‘30s. It’s pretty damn old. It’s
like a rescue dog: you never know the history
of it, you always wonder.
And that chair with the little box on the back?
That was made by Pax Furniture Company in
New York. I was told it was a gaming chair and
you could straddle it and keep your chits in the
box. I’ve never seen another piece of furniture

made by that company, ever.
On the one table there’s a really nice presentation, with what look like insect models.
The insects are made out of iron and brass. I
don’t know the origin, but I think they’re Mexican. And on the round dish, that looks like it
might be an old Japanese lice comb or something, I’m not sure. And the bracelets, they’re
African. They’re strange, they weigh a ton. I
don’t know who would want to wear them. And
the candlesticks are Frank Lloyd Wright, from an
early house in Chicago, around 1905. I bought
those for 25 bucks, so it was a good deal.
Have you been to the Wright houses in L.A.?

The Hollyhock house. That’s owned by the city
of L.A. and it was closed for years. All the light
fixtures, all 35 leaded-glass windows, except
for one in an alcove in the back, got stolen out
of there. And now it’s their pride and joy. But
they didn’t take care of it for so long.
Do you garden every day?
Just about. None of that was there when I
moved in, just the trees. It’s about halfway
done in my opinion. Maybe after I’ve been
here for about 13 years it’ll be done.
In the driveway there are two cars?

I have a 1964 Dodge 330 Wagon that was
turned into a hearse when it was new that I’ve
owned for about 25 years, and then I have the
‘64 Chrysler Imperial.
Overall, a theme is the eclecticism, but it’s all
somehow connected. What’s attractive and
feels comfortable about your place is that there
are all these fascinating collections but with
the books stacked on the floor and other elements it doesn’t look too stuffy, it’s not ‘House
Beautiful’. Like the polarity of punk and Stickley, there’s dissimilarity but at the same time
cohesiveness.
On the subject of the photographs that you
are well known for, the punk and hardcore
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bands and that scene, at
that time, were you a bit
older than most of the people involved?
I think I was the oldest
person on the whole punk
scene, probably.

intelligent, he had a lot to
say. A genius, and I don’t
use that word much.
He was such a consummate
showman and so active on
stage and all this mayhem
and there was this sort of
hilarious contrast between
him and Klaus (Fluoride)
and (East Bay) Ray to either
side calmly playing their instruments and looking bemused.
Wouldn’t you be?

Did that seem weird at
all, to the younger people
whose photographs you
were taking?
Not really. I knew all those
people and I was hanging
out before they showed up,
they knew I’d been around.

And Darby Crash? The
Germs records were great,
I remember once we were
but I never quite understood
looking
through
your
Rick Wilder, lead singer
the Darby phenomena. Why
book Blight at the End of
of The Mau Maus, 1982.
the cult around him?
the Funnel, and you were
Photograph by Edward Colver
Well, both Rozz and Darby,
pointing out people, and
they wrote this great stuff when they were just
how many of them are dead. When you flip
teenagers, it’s amazingly good. They were real
through the book, it’s like wow, so many are
standouts, especially for their age.
gone. Brent (Liles) from Social Distortion, that
Darby was always drunk, yelling ‘Somebody
seems so heartbreaking, he got hit by a truck
give me a beer!’
while riding his bike. That’s a tragic accident.
But most of it was from drugs, like Todd Barnes,
One of the many appealing aspects to all those
the original drummer for T.S.O.L.
photos is that people look like they’re having a
Yeah, he was shooting speed and drinking
really wonderful time, just unbridled fun. That
whiskey and got a bad headache and had an
really comes across, there’s humour to it. That
aneurism went into a coma, and then died.
picture in the van of Flipper. They look so goofy
in a way.
I guess it’s not surprising, but it’s pretty incredible how many people from that era are dead.
They were leaving the gig in their tour bus
Rozz Williams, who committed suicide.
and were pretty tired. The van was moving
About 14 years ago.
when I shot that, I think. One of my all-time
favourite punk bands. I’ve told people ‘Ever
Though what really makes me laugh is Rick
since I dropped the record needle on ‘Earthworm’, I’ve been a huge fan’. I loved the fact
Wilder from the Mau Maus. He’s alive and
that they used to bum all the punks out, they
well, but in those pictures he looks like he’s at
were slow and heavy and drone-y and all the
death’s door, especially that one of him wearing the hospital smock.
punks would be pissed off. They were more
He’s still going. It was really kind of funny
punk than the punks. I hang out with those
because every few months rumours would
guys still, Steve DePace I see quite a bit. He
go around that Rick was dead and they never
came to the show (‘Who Shot Rock and Roll’,
proved to be true.
which includes photos by Colver) at the Annenberg (Space for Photography, in Los Angeles)
a couple of weeks ago.
If you had to choose from that time was there a
particular band that was musically a favourite?
Did you ever think back then about posterity?
Probably the (Dead) Kennedys.
That anybody would care about all this 25 or
30 years later?
What about photographically?
No. When I was shooting then, it was vitally
Well I liked shooting the Kennedys, their shows
important. I’d be seeing killer bands on a
were always total chaos. And Jello was really
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Wednesday night with 30 people. And then
several years later Black Flag is drawing 3,000.
Yeah I saw the Dead Kennedys and Fishbone
and a whole slew of other bands at the Olympic in 1985 I think, and that was a turning
point. It was madness. Fishbone’s bass player
got stabbed by a skinhead girl while they were
playing. There were so many people. It was too
big, it wasn’t a secret anymore.
I figure that when I first started going to punk
shows there were 200 people in L.A. at the
most who were into it.

Does it seem strange now, that there is so much
of an obsession with that period, the punk years?
It’s pretty amazing, now it’s all history. It was
really important to me back then but to see
how it’s become historical and how much it
has influenced pop culture, it’s crazy.
I would have never predicted it. It’s hard to
comprehend the magnitude. As you said, there
were 200 people in L.A. and now millions are
into it. And nobody talks about how for 15
years, let’s say from 1985 to almost 2000, it was
totally forgotten. When the Photocopied and
Fucked Up book came out in 1999 it seemed
like an anomaly. But it wasn’t, it was just the
start of a tidal wave of books and movies. The

nostalgia onslaught. For me it was more exclusive and for a very small audience who really
‘got it’. And then it turns out it’s for everybody,
and maybe that’s good. It’s democratic.
When you started collecting as a teenager you
focused on what had been completely forgotten. Do you see a connection between that and
documenting punk before it entered the mainstream consciousness?
Yeah, it’s like everything I touch turns to gold.
It’s strange, all the bands I liked growing up, the
13th Floor Elevators, the Velvet Underground,
they turned out to be hugely influential.

It’s like the story of the Sex Pistols’ first gig.
There were 100 people there, but now if you’re
to believe what people claim 10,000 people
were in the audience. But really it was 100. Or
200, or 20, and if you were into it you were
an outcast and it was weird and there was no
in-between. You couldn’t be half into it.
Yeah, you were either down, or you weren’t.
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